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Brief Introductions
SESSION 3: ASSET MAPPING

- How was the training session?
- What did you find interesting?
Zoom Basics

- Use the chat feature to ask questions or make comments during presentations
- Change your name
- Mute and unmute
Commitments

Basic commitments:
• As facilitators, we will
  ○ Respectfully listen to you
  ○ Move at a deliberate pace
  ○ Ask you to place questions in the chat “parking lot”
  ○ Keep jargon to a minimum
• We expect everyone to
  ○ Step up, step back
  ○ Actively listen
  ○ Mutual Respect
  ○ Respectfully disagree
Agenda

• Welcome and Introduction
• Asset Mapping in Bronzeville
• Regional Asset Mapping in the Calumet
• Breakout Group:
  ○ Community asset mapping exercise
• Opportunities to address flooding through assets
• Reflection & Wrap-up
Vision

The Calumet Region is a region in which infrastructure solutions are planned and built with resident and community leadership.
introduce ourselves
Workshop Flow

Problem Understanding and Consensus Building
• Stormwater 101

Community Assets
• Community Organizing
• Asset Mapping

Strategies for Change
• Municipal planning and financing for climate resilience
PEMBROKE ASSET MAP

This map reflects assets identified through the Quality of Life process. It reflects an extensive research effort that is not comprehensive, and all locations are approximate. This map was designed to illustrate the range and diversity of community resources. Conservation land is highlighted in green because areas around conservation land tend to generate the most amenities that develop into the Quality of Life process.
In asset mapping sessions we collected data on organizations, places, people, and practices. Here you see a list of climate sustainable practices we made from this asset mapping, and a partial list of organizations identified.
Outcomes of asset mapping with community included:

- Stronger ties among community organizations
- Increased mutual aid among organizations (after a leader's death, after vandalism and revenue loss during Covid, etc.)
- Collaborative events (e.g. sustainability bike rides from garden to garden, and working with students at Phillips and Burke schools) increasing awareness of each initiative
- More collaborative coordination to get a community effect
- Increased momentum to directly build on identified interests and assets (e.g. involvement in community solar, CEJA, and more focused direction for heritage farming and healthy eating.

CEJA - climate and equity jobs act
Bronzeville Farm participated; plugged into bigger picture around sustainability; shaping legislation

Bronzeville Alliance - strengthen Bronzeville Alliance (community ties)

Key research partners: Bronzeville Farm, Sacred Keeper Sustainability Lab, Quad communities development corp, Kenwood Oakland community organizations, Little Black Pearl (helped for convening) - Oakland Museum of Art, Milton; appeared in new city park; sculpture garden (oakland museum and garden)

Jonny Chicago Sustainable Leaders Network - host sustainable bike ride with alliance

Bronzeville community activation work - CA toolkit

Support projects around heritage/food/sustainability

Development template for heritage bike